
Preventing losses and theft: IoT Asset tracking 
success stories

In today's fast-paced world, asset security between capacity and transportation 
is essential. With the introduction of the IoT, asset management has changed 
since it offers sophisticated solutions that significantly reduce the risk of theft, 
misfortune, unauthorized access, and tampering. IoT-following devices and 
geofencing capabilities, which provide real-time resource perception and 
control, are at the forefront of this change. This essay, which is backed up by 
current data and examples, examines the enhanced security and asset 
protection made possible by IoT technology.

https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/mx/security/news/internet-of-things/the-iot-attack-surface-threats-and-security-solutions


IoT asset tracking makes use of networked gadgets with sensors that can speak 
with central systems and with one another. Numerous parameters, including 
position, temperature, humidity, and movement, can be observed by these 
gadgets. IoT devices can provide real-time location data by integrating GPS 
technology, and geofencing can be used to build virtual borders around regions. 
Alerts are set off when an asset leaves these pre-established boundaries, 
allowing for quick intervention to stop a possible loss or theft.

The Power of IoT in Asset Tracking



Real-time monitoring is one of the main advantages of IoT asset tracking. This 
feature makes sure that assets are always monitored and gives real-time 
information about their position and status. The ability to act quickly when 
anomalies are noticed makes this real-time data essential for reducing theft and 
loss.

By establishing virtual boundaries around areas, geofencing enhances security 
even more. The technology notifies managers and security staff when an asset 
violates certain boundaries by sending out notifications. When it comes to 
keeping assets inside approved zones and preventing unwanted entry, this 
technology is especially useful.
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Enhanced security through real-time monitoring

Geofencing: A Virtual Guardian

Geofencing: A Virtual Guardian



IoT asset tracking lowers expenses and improves operational efficiency in 
addition to security. By offering comprehensive insights into the movement and 
state of assets, businesses can cut down on downtime, avoid needless 
expenses, and improve their logistics operations.

DHL, a well-known transportation provider, started using IoT-based asset 
tracking for its high-value shipments. By outfitting their containers with IoT 
devices, DHL could monitor the location and condition of goods in real time. 
Additionally, IoT asset tracking enables DHL to geo-fence high-value and 
sensitive shipments, ensuring real-time notifications when packages enter or 
leave designated areas.

This technology allowed the organization to dramatically minimize theft 
incidents. For example, the system notified the security team when a shipment 
of electronic items was suddenly diverted, and they promptly acted to prevent a 
potential theft. By using IoT, DHL saw a significant decrease in theft-related 
occurrences, improving both functional stability and overall safety and security. 

Enhanced security through real-time monitoring

Case Study: Transportation of High-Value Goods

Case Study: Pharmaceutical Industry



The industry is especially vulnerable to illegal access and control since 
pharmaceutical products are so essential. In response to these strains, Pfizer, a 
global leader in the pharmaceutical industry, implemented IoT resource 
management to advance the security of its shipments. Pfizer's IoT devices were 
equipped with cutting-edge geo-location sensors, allowing them to 
continuously assess the bundle's cleverness. In one prominent case, an unusual 
temperature change in a vaccination shipment signaled possible manipulation 
and generated an alert.

The inspection of the consignment was completed quickly, guaranteeing that 
the safety and effectiveness of the vaccines were not jeopardized. In addition to 
averting large losses, this proactive strategy preserved product integrity, which 
is crucial for patient safety. The use of IoT asset tracking by Pfizer emphasizes 
how important this technology is for protecting delicate medications while they 
are in transit.

Retail giant Walmart extended supply chain efficiency by leveraging IoT 
resources. Walmart obtained real-time insights on resource conditions and 
stock levels by installing Internet of Things sensors throughout its 
transportation centers and stockrooms. The entire stock management process 
at Walmart was enhanced by using this innovation to predict stockouts and 
overstock situations. 

The corporation saved millions of dollars a year because of its capacity to track 
assets in real time, which also decreased the possibility of lost or misplaced 
products. Walmart already uses AI-powered cameras at checkouts to make sure 
all items are scanned and paid for, reducing theft and errors. These cameras are 
in use in over 1,000 Walmart locations. 

TC Devices, sometimes known as Missed Scan Detection, is a computer vision 
system that monitors both manned and self-checkout transactions to identify 
misscanned or unscanned products. When a problem occurs, it notifies the 
checkout clerk, who discreetly fixes it and usually dismisses it as a technological 
error rather than a possible theft.

Case Study: Retail Sector



IoT asset monitoring has a bright future as new technical advancements 
continue to increase its possibilities. The IoT and AI/ML combo should improve 
predictive analytics even more, allowing for proactive measures against theft 
and loss. Blockchain technology is also being investigated to increase the 
security and transparency of asset monitoring systems by providing an 
immutable record of asset movements and conditions.

One of the contemporary patterns is the fusion of IoT resources, followed by 
rambling innovation. Better inspection capabilities can be achieved by using 
rambles equipped with Internet of Things (IoT) sensors to enable ethereal 
perception of large areas, such as development sites and distribution centers. 
Choosing 5G systems is another improvement that can greatly increase the 
speed and reliability of information transmission while enabling more responsive 
and efficient Internet of Things frameworks.

Cost of Implementation: IoT resource management systems can be expensive 
to implement initially, especially for small and medium-sized enterprises. In any 
event, the long-term picks consistently support the venture.



Data Security and Privacy: Strong cybersecurity measures are necessary to 
prevent hacking and information violations due to the massive amount of data 
generated by IoT devices.



Regulatory Compliance: The mechanisms that govern the gathering, storing, 
and utilization of data progress with time. Businesses must ensure that their IoT 
arrangements adhere to these guidelines in order to avoid causing reasonable 
difficulty.


The Future of IoT in Asset Security

Emerging Trends

Future prospects and challenges



Integration with Existing Systems: It might be difficult and require careful 
planning and execution to ensure that Internet of Things arrangements are 
coordinated consistently with the current IT foundation.

Asset protection has never been the same thanks to IoT asset monitoring, which 
provides all-encompassing solutions to prevent loss, theft, tampering, and illegal 
access. The unparalleled visibility and control provided by real-time monitoring, 
geofencing capabilities, and advanced sensor technologies guarantee asset 
safety during storage and movement. Success stories illustrating the application 
and benefits of IoT asset monitoring come from a variety of industries, including 
retail, construction, pharmaceuticals, and logistics.   

As technology advances, the application of blockchain, AI, and ML will broaden 
the potential of IoT systems and boost their dependability and durability. In 
addition to protecting their priceless assets, businesses that invest in IoT asset 
tracking also experience significant economic and operational savings. Asset 
protection and management will never be the same thanks to platforms like 
Mongrov, which demonstrate how the future of asset security resides in the 
seamless integration of IoT technology.

Conclusion: The Future of Asset Security and Theft Prevention

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9262411

